NAME: Lilli

MAJOR: Psychology and Integrative Studies

CLASSIFICATION: Sophomore

TELL THE STORY OF HOW YOU FOUND THIS MAJOR: I choose psychology coming into UNT because I love how it gives me a better understanding of human behavior and helps me connect and help others around me! I later added an integrative studies major with fields in lgbt+ studies, women & gender studies, and criminal justice to support and build knowledge around exploring my research interests after discovering them in my first year working in an on campus research lab!

WHAT TIPS DO YOU HAVE FOR FIRST-YEAR STUDENTS: Get involved on campus, meet new people, and don't be afraid to step out of your comfort zone :^)! More than anything, college is a time of growth and learning! Changing your major is more than okay, and remember that you have resources and people on campus that are here to help you no matter what :)!